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The Language Facilitation Training System (LFTS) is a subsystem of the Behavioral
Research Supervisory System (BRSS). Both of these are contained within BATS, which is the
Behavior Analysis Training System. These systems were developed by Dr. Richard Malott in
one of the Behavior Analysis programs at Western Michigan University.
The main goal of LFTS is to produce an environment that is conducive for learning verbal
behavior at Croyden Avenue School, in the Pre-Primary Impaired classroom. One of the main
components of this goal is to help the children attain functional communication skills by refining
their procedures and materials, as well as implementing new ones. All of this is done through
the Applied Behavior Analysis approach, which is one of the most advantageous treatment
approaches for speech and language disorders.
The progress and goals of the LFT system are discussed at meetings with Carmen, who is
the teacher of the Early Childhood Developmentally Delayed (ECDD) classroom at Croyden
Avenue School. She inputs her ideas as well as approves all new and refined procedures that the
system produces. There are also monthly progress and development (R&D) meetings with Dr.
Malott to discuss the progress and goals of the system. But LFTS is mostly managed by
graduate students, with undergraduate level students helping out as well. The graduate
supervisors work with the undergraduate assistant through weekly meetings to solve disconnects
and come up with solutions for problems that may arise in the system. Each week there are tasks
to be completed that the graduate students come up with for themselves and the undergraduate
assistant. These tasks are what keep the system running, and so are very important to the
function of it.

The LFT system is also divided into two subsystems:
the Picture Exchange
Communication System (PECS) and Vocal Verbal Behavior (VB). They both work toward
attaining better communication skills, but in their own distinct ways. The PECS system uses
icons to teach communication to the children, as many students are in need of additional ways to
communicate. The Vocal Verbal Behavior subsystem on the other hand, focuses specifically on
language acquisition - shaping sounds into words and single words into simple and complex
sentences. These two subsystems work together to aid with teaching and assessing verbal
behavior in the Pre-Primary Impaired classroom at Croyden Avenue School.
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The success of the Vocal Verbal Behavior subsystem of the LFTS relies on the

collaboration of the graduate System Managers and the undergraduate assistant. There are two
graduate System Managers and one undergraduate assistant, all of whom work together to
discover new ideas for the system, to improve it as well as to fix disconnects that currently exist.
The Senior System Manager is the main administrator of the entire system and is a
second year master's student in Dr. Malott's Behavior Analysis Training System (BATS). This
person has had the most experience with the system from working in it in previous years, and can
help answer any questions or problems relating to the system. Some of the responsibilities of
this position include assigning tasks, attending the R&D meetings with Dr. Malott and the other
system members, attending system meetings, as well as organizing meetings with Carmen
Jonaitis. This person also ensures that all the other members of the system are on track. It is
important for the Senior System Manager to pass on knowledge of the system to the first year
graduate student and the undergraduate student.
The LFTS Vocal Verbal Behavior system also has a Junior System Manager, who is a
first year master's student in BATS. This person is in training for taking over the system in the
future. Some of the responsibilities of this position are similar to the 2n year's responsibilities
and include attending system meetings, R&D meetings, and meetings with Carmen. Although

all members of BATS are required to work at Croyden, both the 1st and 2nd year graduate
students in Vocal VB are required to complete additional tasks at Croyden. Also, a big part of
the Junior System Manager's job is to educate and mentor the undergraduate assistant, as well as
to assign and check tasks, and to make revisions to writing assignments.
Finally, there is the undergraduate assistant,or assistants (may be more than one), who
also has responsibilities relevant to the system. The assistant attends the required weekly system
meetings where he or she must show that they have completed their tasks and assignments. The
undergraduate completes weekly writing assignments, which are checked and revised by the
Junior System Manager., Later, all of these writing assignments are combined to create the thesis
of the undergraduate assistant. The undergraduate assistant also attends R&D meetings as well
as periodic meetings with Carmen.
Jennifer Lonsdorf

Jennifer Lonsdorf is the Senior System Manager of the LFTS Vocal
Verbal Behavior system. She is a second year master's student in BATS.
Jennifer's main focus is managing the entire system and overseeing the
other members to make sure everything is running smoothly. She works
closely with the Junior System Manager and helps assign tasks to the
undergraduate assistant. She also attends all necessary meetings and
completes some of her system work at Croyden.

Dana Pellegrino
The Junior System Manager of the LFTS Vocal Verbal Behavior system is Dana
Pellegrino. She is a first year master's student in BATS. Dana works very closely with Jennifer
as well as the undergraduate assistant to come up with ideas to help refine the system. She also

checks the tasks and writing assignments of the undergraduate
assistant. Dana completes some of her system work at Croyden, as
well as attends all of the necessary meetings for the system.

Maija Graudins
As the undergraduate assistant, I am a first semester PSY
4900 student in Dr. Malott's BRSS program. My main focus is to
develop a thesis over this semester and the next, which will be
based on my experiences in the Vocal Verbal Behavior system
helping to fix disconnects. As part of my responsibilities, I accept
tasks from the Graduate System Managers and show proof of
completion and revision at the weekly system meetings. Some of
these tasks include inputting data for students, going to Croyden,
helping to create manuals, and assisting in all disconnects. I also attend the weekly required
system meetings and the R&D meetings with Dr. Malott.

Problems and Disconnects

The Language Facilitation Training System is a relatively new system within the
Behavior Analysis Training System (BATS). This system began in Fall of 2007, and only
divided into the two subsystems of Vocal Verbal Behavior and the Picture Exchange
Communication System (PECS) in the Spring of 2008. Because it is so new, this system has
several disconnects that need to be fixed. The System managers, along with the undergraduates,
are working to solve these problems. LFTS deals with communication procedures and
assessments implemented in the Pre-Primary Classroom at Croyden Avenue School.
As the undergraduate assistant in the LFTS Vocal Verbal Behavior system, many of my
tasks each week include working on things to help fix the disconnects of the system. For
example, one of these things was to design a post-training assessment to give to students to be
able to assess how knowledgeable they have become of administering the new Croyden Avenue
School Vocal Language Assessment. Before this, there was no way of knowing how well
students understood the assessment. If they do well on the post-training assessment, we know
they will be competent in administering the Vocal Language Assessment.
Another disconnect that we are currently working on in the system is a Social Validity
Survey to give to students to see how effective their training of the assessment was and how
much they liked it. Since the students are being trained on how to implement the new language
assessment at Croyden, we need to receive feedback to know what we should attempt to improve
in the training. Working on this disconnect is important to make sure students become fully
competent in administering the new assessment.

Because the LFTS Vocal Verbal Behavior system is new and developing, there are still
disconnects that have not yet been assessed. But there are disconnects that have been identified
that are very important for the improvement and continuation of the system. One of these, which
will be a major focus of my tasks, is to construct a system manual for the Vocal Verbal Behavior
system. This will be to ensure the correct continuation of the system; so that new members each
year can read this manual to have a better understanding of the system. The system manual
should be finished by the end of Spring 2009.
Ineffective Natural Contingency
The Ineffective Natural Contingency is that working on system tasks that contribute to
greater knowledge and understanding of the system only result in an infinitesimal increase in this
knowledge.

Given amount

Complete one

Infinitesimal

of information

task related to

increase in

about system

system manual

information.

Natural Competing Contingency
The Natural Competing Contingency competes with the Ineffective Natural Contingency.
The competing contingencies involve the opportunity to engage in other activities, such as free
time or other homework. The opportunity to engage in the other activities competes with the
task of creating a system manual, making it less likely that these system tasks will be completed.
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LFTS is a system within the BATS system. Just like with any system, there are inputs,
processes and outputs to accomplish the goals of the system. The input is what needs to be
changed. The process is the means by which the input is changed into the output. And the
output is the final product, which is the goal of the whole process. There are many different
processes within the system, but for this thesis two of them will be explained. The first is a
general one of the system, and the second is a specific process that I am helping to work on.

Input-^Process^Output Model: LFTS Vocal VB

(More effective system) [Output]

Production: Solving disconnects and implementing
appropriate procedures. [Process]

t

(Given level of effectiveness of the system) [Input]

For this input-process-output model, the input is the given level of effectiveness of the
system. The system could be functioning much better if problems and disconnects were looked
at and fixed. So for the process here the production is to solve the disconnects and implement
appropriate procedures. Then the final goal, which is the output, is that we have a more effective
system. The effectiveness of the system changes from input to output.

Input~>Process->Output Model: System Manual

(New member who understands the LFTS - Vocal VB system)
[Output]

^

Production: Produce a clear and concise system manual.
[Process]

^3

(New member who does not understand the
LFTS - Vocal VB system) [Input]

For this model, the input is that there is a new member in the system who does not
understand it and how it works. To fix this, the process is to produce a clear and concise system
manual to be read by the new member. So then the output is that the new member now
understands the system of Vocal Verbal Behavior. The new member changes from input to
output.
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Subsystem # 2
Output

Competent and Valid Training Program.
Current

Ideal

Standards

Quality
Quantity
Timeliness

program.

All current supervisors.

None

Before administering an

None

assessment.

Several training sessions.

None

Cost

Process

Effective training

None

Creation and implementation of relevant forms to be delivered
following training.

Production: X

Distribution

—

R&D

—

Front line

Current

Personnel

Junior System Supervisor,
Undergraduate Assistant

Junior System Supervisor,
Undergraduate Assistant

Trained in verbal behavior system

Trained in verbal behavior system

Procedures

procedures and assessments.

procedures and assessments.

Computers, printers

Computers, printers, System Manual,
Social Validity , post test, and
assessment training PowerPoint.

Loss of points for not completing tasks

Loss of points for not completing tasks

Senior System Supervisor

Senior System Supervisor

Equipment
Contingencies

Ideal

Management
Personnel

Help assign tasks, oversee
Procedure

Training frontline on assessment and
procedure, and overseeing and
monitoring creation of trainin
material.

Equipment

Computers, printers

Computers, printers,

Contingencies

Loss of points

Loss of points

Input

Information about language assessment.

The Goal Specification Form (GSF) is a breakdown of the process that must be
completed to solve disconnects in the LFTS Vocal Verbal Behavior system. The GSF helps to
clearly see who is involved and what needs to be done to get to the final goal, which is the
output. According to the GSF, it can be seen that there are many disconnects that must be solved
to have effective standards for the system.

Currently, there is no training for supervisors who are going to administer the Vocal
Language Assessment, nor is there any social validity for the training of the assessment. The
input for creating this training and all relevant materials is information about the language
assessment. This input is changed during the process and produces an output, or the final goal.
For this system, the output is to have a competent and valid training program for supervisors for
the Vocal Language Assessment.
Currently there is no training of supervisors, and quality, quantity, timeliness and cost are
not specified. But ideally, when we reach our final goal, each of these points should be
improved. For the quality, we want an effective training program which is socially valid to all
supervisors who receive the training. For quantity, we want each and every supervisor to be
prepared. The timeliness of this training should be before a supervisor ever must administer an
assessment. The cost for this training will be several training sessions for the supervisors as well
as a quiz to test competency.
The front line and the management of LFTS Vocal VB consist of the people that work
directly with achieving the goal. The management is the person that oversees the front line and
makes sure that everything is going smoothly and that tasks are getting completed. Included in
both of these groups are personnel, procedures, equipment, and contingencies.
In the LFTS Vocal VB system the front line is made up of the Junior System Supervisor
and the Undergraduate assistant. Currently we are working on creating the relevant forms, such
as a pre/post test and a social validity survey, and eventually will create a manual for the system.
To complete this task effectively, the frontline must be trained in assessments and procedures of
the Vocal VB system. The equipment consists of computers and printers. Ideally, we will also
be using the system manual, social validity survey, post test, and assessment training PowerPoint
when training people. The contingency implemented is the loss of points for not completing our
tasks.

The management in the Vocal VB system is the Senior System Supervisor. She helps to
assign tasks and oversees everything that the front line is doing, as well as trains them in
procedures and assessments of the Vocal VB system. She uses the same equipment as the front
line. The management will also lose points if her job is not done correctly.

The LFTS Vocal VB subsystem was created in the fall of 2007. At first there was only
the Language Facilitation Training System, which consisted of the Picture Exchange
Communication System (PECS) at Croyden. To complement the PECS subsystem, a vocal
language training subsystem was implemented. The Vocal Verbal Behavior system was created
because PECS dealt only with children's iconic verbal behavior, whereas Vocal VB deals with
children's vocal verbal behavior. Since this system is so new, there have been many disconnects
to solve.
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Fall 2007

Since this was the very beginning of the system, this is when the basic components were
created. These were all disconnects, some of which have been solved, while others still remain

an issue. One of the first things was to create a list of procedures for the ECDD classroom at
Croyden that involved the behavior of emitting a vocal response. Later, a list was also created of
the language procedures that each specific student had in their curricula. Then a database was
created for data from all the students in the class on their maintenance and skill acquisition for
procedures involving vocal outputs. Lastly, data was collected from six students to see what
deficits were present in their vocal behavior. From this information, new procedures were
developed to improve these deficits.
Spring 2008
The most important disconnect that was worked on during this semester was the creation
of a vocal language assessment which eventually was implemented at Croyden. This was
something that was continuously revised throughout the semester, with the final goal of
administering it to new students entering the ECDD classroom at Croyden. The reason the
assessment was created was to provide information about each student's individual language
curriculum. Based on the results of the assessment, appropriate language procedures for each
incoming student could be determined. So throughout the semester there was research done for
the continuous revision of the developing language assessment. During this semester there were
other accomplishments as well. The database for all the students was updated, revisions were
made for some current procedures, and there was also a binder created for all vocal language
procedures being used in the classroom.
Current/Future

This semester we have been working on solving a few other disconnects to help the
Vocal VB system to run effectively. We have been working on creating a training procedure to
be administered to all supervisors in the ECDD classroom at Croyden. This training will help
the supervisors prepare for delivery of the vocal language assessment.
It will soon be
implemented at the beginning of Spring 2009. Some other accomplishments have been the
creation of a post-training assessment and a social validity survey. The post-training assessment
is given to supervisors undergoing the training to make sure that they fully understand the
assessment and will be competent and prepared in administering it. Then there is the social
validity survey, which will also be given to all who have undergone the training. This will give
us feedback on the training so that we know if there is anything that should be changed, taken
out, or improved.
In the future (next semester), there will be more disconnects that will need to be solved.
For the Vocal VB system, we will be working on creating a system manual to ensure the proper
continuation of the system in the future. We will create this manual so that new members
entering the system will know exactly how it runs and works. Another thing will be to create red
dot tracking sheets on vocal procedures for the students at Croyden. Also, a schedule should be
made for supervisors to deliver the vocal language assessment. The new Vocal Language
Assessment will most likely be administered monthly, not just when a student first enters, to
keep track of their progress and improvements in vocal language. The schedule will be created
so that supervisors know when each student should have the assessment administered. This
schedule will simultaneously be a tracking sheet with hyperlinks to the results of each child's
language
assessment
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The 3-contingency model is a visual breakdown of a behavior and its antecedent and
consequence. These parts are also known as the occasion for a response, the response, and the
outcome of the response, and all comprise a behavioral contingency. For a contingency to be
effective, it's outcome must be both sizable and probable. The 3-contingency model includes the
Ineffective Natural Contingency, the Performance Management Contingency, and the Inferred
Theoretical Contingency. This model describes the input-process-output model in more detail,
as well as visually displays what intervention is necessary.
Since the Vocal VB system is still very new, there is much system development that
needs to be done. Currently we are working on developing a training program for the delivery of
a vocal language assessment. I am helping with this, and am required to complete tasks in a
timely fashion. In the Ineffective Natural Contingency, there is a given amount of system
development. My behavior is to complete one task toward the development of a training
program for Vocal VB. After I do this, there will be an infinitesimally greater amount of system
development. But this is not enough to effectively control my behavior. A natural competing
contingency is that I have a given amount of time to complete other homework, so if I work on
tasks for the Vocal VB system, I will then have less time to complete this other homework. That
is why the Performance Management Contingency is created and implemented. I will lose points
in BRSS on Friday, but if I complete the tasks, I then will not lose points in BRSS on Friday.
The effectiveness of this contingency is explained by the direct-acting Inferred Theoretical
Contingency. Before completing the tasks, I have a fear of losing points, which I can avoid by
completing the tasks. Then I have no fear of losing points.
Three Contingency Model - System Development

Ineffective Natural Contingency
Behavior

Before
Given amount of

Complete one task

system development

towards the

development of a
training program for

I

After
Infinitesimally greater
amount of system
development.

Vocal VB.

Performance Management Contingency
Behavior

Before

Complete one task

Will lose BRSS

points on Friday at
3:00pm.

After
Will not lose BRSS

towards the

V

development of a
training program for

points on Friday at

Vocal VB.

3:00pm

Inferred Theoretical Contingency
Behavior

Before

Complete one task

Fear of loss of points

After

No fear of losing

towards the
at BRSS.

v

development of a
training program for
Vocal VB.

points at BRSS.
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For the next 3-contingency model, the idea is exactly the same, although this time the
behavior is not developing a training program; it is the development of a system manual for
Vocal VB, since currently one does not exist. For this model, the Ineffective Natural
Contingency is that there is no system manual. My behavior is to complete one task toward the

development of a system manual for Vocal VB. After I do this, there will be an infinitesimally
greater amount completed for the system manual. But this contingency, once again, is not
enough to effectively control my behavior, which is why the Performance Management
Contingency is created and implemented. I will lose points in BRSS on Friday, but if I complete
the tasks, I then will not lose points in BRSS on Friday. The effectiveness of this contingency is
explained by the Inferred Theoretical Contingency. Before completing the tasks, I have a fear of
losing points, which I can avoid by completing the tasks. Then I have no fear of losing points.

Three Contingency Model - System Manual

Ineffective Natural Contingency
Before

No System Manual.

Behavior

=}

Complete one task
towards the

—\

After
Infinitesimally greater
amount of system manual.

development of a
system manual.

Performance Management Contingency
Behavior

Before

points on Friday at
3:00pm.

After

Complete one task

Will lose BRSS

=>

Will not lose BRSS

towards the

development of a
system manual.

points on Friday at
3:00pm

Inferred Theoretical Contingency
Behavior

Before

—A
at BRSS.

After

Complete one task

Fear of loss of points

towards the

development of a
system manual.

No fear of losing

=>

points at BRSS.
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Over the course of the Fall 2008 semester and now the Spring 2009 semester, the main
purpose for the LFTS Vocal VB system has been to implement the new Vocal Language
Assessment at Croyden. Since administering this assessment can be rather complicated, it was
realized that there must be a training program implemented before other graduate students could
begin administering this assessment. Therefore one of the projects of the Junior Graduate
Supervisor was to create a power point training session. To make sure that the graduate students
were now competent in administering the assessment, I created a Post-Training Assessment for
after training to make sure they understood everything. I also created a Social Validity Survey
for the graduate students to fill out so that we could know whether our training worked well and
was beneficial or not. This survey will also tell us what additional components, if any, should be
included in the training. These forms have been made to create a more effective, as well as
efficient and organized, system.

Croyden Avenue School Vocal Language Assessment
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This is the first page of the Vocal Language Assessment, which was used at Croyden just
before the semester of Fall 2008. It consists of four parts: the mand, echoic, tact, and intraverbal
assessments. It was created by Jennifer Lonsdorfto better assess the vocal skills of the students
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than the other assessment used at Croyden, which is called the PET (Pre-primary Evaluation
Team). Through this new assessment, the best procedures for the skill level of each student were
able to be designed.

Post-Training Assessment

This is a copy of the Post-Training Assessment that is to be given to graduate students
after their training. I developed it after becoming familiar with the Vocal Language Assessment
and seeing what areas were most important and most relevant. It will show us how effective our
training is and whether the graduate students are ready and competent to administer the
assessment. Each graduate student will take this test after they have gone through training.

15

Social Validity Survey
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This is the Social Validity Survey that will also be given to all graduate students after
training. I created this so that our system could find out whether the training program that was
made actually worked well and was beneficial to their understanding of how to correctly
administer the Vocal Language Assessment. We do not yet know the results of this survey and
how beneficial the training was because the training session has not been implemented yet - it is
scheduled to be implemented later this semester.
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Vocal Language Assessment Training
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Here is one of the slides used in the power point for training graduate students on
administrating the Vocal Language Assessment. This power point was created by Dana
Pellegrino, the Junior System Supervisor. It will be implemented during a training session
during the semester of spring 2009, along with modeling certain examples of the assessment for
better understanding. This training power point goes through all of the parts of the assessment
step by step, so that afterwards graduate students will know exactly how to administer it. This
slide shows an example of how to fill in the mand portion of the assessment, which also will be
modeled.
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Since Vocal Verbal Behavior is a newer system, it has been necessary to get the system
running in an organized fashion. The main project that we have been dealing with is the new
Vocal Language Assessment at Croyden Avenue School, including everything involved with
training the graduate students on how to administer it correctly. Another thing that we are
beginning to work on is a manual, which would help to organize and explain the system to all
incoming members.
When I joined the system in the fall of 2008, the Vocal Language Assessment was
already being used at Croyden. This assessment, created by Jennifer Lonsdorf, was implemented
in the summer of 2008. For me to understand this assessment and what it was based on, it was

necessary for me to read several articles that were referenced to create it. This also helped me to
understand the system better. These articles are referenced in the bibliography. But none of the
graduate students had been trained on how to administer it yet, besides Jennifer herself, and the
Junior System Supervisor, Dana Pellegrino. Therefore the major disconnect to be solved in the
fall semester was to create a training program so that all graduate students could properly
administer the assessment to the students in the ECDD classroom at Croyden. In particular, we

wanted the Red Dot supervisors, who are established as reinforcers to the children they work
with, to deliver the assessment to their assigned students.

This training program was created mainly by Dana Pellegrino. She designed a power
point to go through all the sections of the assessment and explain them thoroughly for better
understanding, including examples and even some modeling of how to administer the more
complicated parts. This power point training session is now ready to be implemented, which will
occur this spring semester. For this training, I have created a script for the Senior and Junior
system supervisors to use in their modeling of the mand portion of the assessment.
Along with the power point training, there have been a couple of necessary documents to
go along with it to ensure that everything is going as planned. We decided that a Post-Training
Assessment was necessary for the graduate students to take after going through the training
session to ensure that each individual understands the assessment and its components. We want

them to feel competent and prepared to deliver the assessment to their assigned child. So I went
through the assessment to find the most important aspects and created the Post-Test.
We also wanted to make sure that our training program was effective and that nothing
was left out. Therefore, I also created a Social Validity Survey, which is to be filled out by the
graduate students after going through the training session. They will rate how beneficial the
power point and modeling were to their understanding of the Vocal Language assessment. It
also asks if they feel competent to administer the assessment, and if they have any suggestions
for improvement of the training.
On a different aspect, one of the main disconnects to be solved during the semester of
spring 2009 is to create a system manual for the Vocal Verbal Behavior system. Since the
system is so new, no manual has been created yet. Thus it is difficult for new members to know
exactly what is going on and what the system is about when they first join. It is also hard for the
Senior System Supervisor to be able to explain everything right away to the new members. That
is why a manual would be very beneficial, and could be given to all new members when they
join to help them get a better understanding of the system. Currently the manual is outlined, and
should be completed by the end of the spring 2009 semester and ready to be used in the fall.
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The Cultural Change Model is a visual flowchart that shows how different levels of
management in a large system affect one another. A single behavior in one level will affect the
levels above and beneath it. This model starts with the lowest level of management and moves
to the highest, with each level overseeing the one before it. This Cultural Change Model begins
with the undergraduate assistant and moves up to Dr. Malott.
Undergraduate Assistant

The undergraduate assistant is at the bottom level of management, and is not in charge of
anyone else. He/she receives tasks that are required for the system to function from the Junior
System Supervisor. Every Friday, if these tasks are not complete, he/she will lose points at the
BRSS meeting.
Junior System Supervisor

The Junior System Supervisor is at the next level of management. This person assigns
weekly tasks to the undergraduate assistant to complete for the following week, and also revises
all of the undergrade writing assignments. The Junior System manager grades on completion,
timeliness, and quality of tasks. If the manager fails to assign tasks for the undergraduate, she
will lose points at the BRSS meeting on Friday.
Senior System Supervisor

Next is the Senior System Supervisor who is in charge of the Junior System Supervisor,
as well as making sure the entire system is running smoothly and that everyone is doing their
required tasks. If this is not complete, he/she will lose points in BRSS as well.
BRSS Supervisor

The BRSS Supervisor is the next individual in charge. He or she makes sure that all of
the systems are meeting the expectations of BRSS by checking their tasks. If the BRSS
supervisor does not do this, he/she will lose points in BRSS from Dr. Malott.
Dr. Malott

Dr. Malott is at the final level of management. He is at the head of the entire system.
The main individual he oversees is the BRSS Supervisor, who is in charge of all the systems.
Dr. Malott needs to ensure that the entire BRSS system is functioning effectively, or else he will
lose the approval of the WMU department of psychology. That is why he has regular meetings
with the BRSS Supervisor to ensure that everything is being done correctly.
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After implementing an intervention, the next step is to evaluate it and determine whether
or not the intervention was effective, as well as how beneficial it was. The main intervention

that was necessary since I joined the Vocal VB system in the fall of 2008 was to create a training
session to teach the graduate students how to administer Jennifer Lonsdorf s Vocal Language
Assessment at Croyden. I assisted Dana Pellegrino, the Junior System Supervisor, in creating
this training program.
To ensure that the training was effective and that the graduate students were ready and
competent to administer the assessment, we administered a post-training assessment which I
created in fall 2008. The following graph displays the results of the post-test.

Post-Training Assessment
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As it can be seen, many people did very well on the post-training assessment, although
there were also people that did not do as well. From comments on the social validity survey, we
found out there were ways that we could improve our training program to help people understand
the Vocal Language Assessment even better, as well as do better on the post-training assessment.
Therefore, one of our next disconnects in the system to solve either this semester or next will be
to revise the training program to make it better for the new graduate students coming in.

In addition to this, we needed to evaluate the validity of the training. To account for this,
I created a social validity survey. The graduate students filled this out in addition to the post
assessment after going through the training session. These next graphs show what the students'
opinions were, and how beneficial they thought the training was.
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Question 3: The post-training assessment assessed the material covered in the VLA very
well.
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From the social validity survey, we found out everyone's opinions on our whole training
program. In general, most people agreed or strongly agreed that the power point was useful for
their training. Also, just about everyone strongly agreed that all the modeling of the mand
assessment was beneficial to their understanding of the process map. Everyone also agreed or
strongly agreed that the post-training assessment assessed the material covered in the VLA very
well. The one question that had results across the board was Question 4: After the complete
training session, I now feel competent and prepared to administer the assessment. From these
results, we have found out that we need to revise the training program to better prepare the
graduate students for administering the VLA. This is a disconnect to be solved later as well.
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In the semester of Spring 2009, the other disconnect that we were focusing on was the
lack of a system manual to give to incoming members of the Vocal VB system. The intervention
for this was to create a manual, which both Dana and I worked on. This manual will be complete
by the end of spring 2009; therefore it will not be implemented until fall of 2009. Unfortunately,
this means that the intervention cannot be evaluated yet, as we will only have feedback on it
beginning in fall 2009.

After implementing an intervention, there should always be a recycle phase that follows,
since sometimes problems may still remain. To recycle, the whole intervention must be
reanalyzed so that it can be better implemented the second time, and then re-evaluated once
again. By recycling, we ensure that no issues or problems are overlooked. Recycling is not
necessary though, if no problems occurred during the intervention.
Fall 2008

The main disconnects that were identified during the semester of fall 2008 were that our
Vocal Verbal Behavior system had no system manual, and that we needed to create a training
program for administering the new Vocal Language Assessment. We started working right away
on the training program, since that seemed most urgent. Throughout the semester, the power
point was developed by Dana Pellegrino, while I worked on various other components that went

along with the power point, such as a post-training assessment, a social validity survey, and a
script for modeling a section of the Vocal Language Assessment. While focusing on this, as well
as completing other tasks at Croyden throughout the semester, like taking IOA and inputting data
from assessments, there was not enough time left to begin writing the manual for our system.
This disconnect was left for the spring semester, as along with finalizing the training program
and administering it to the graduate students.
Spring 2009
The main disconnects identified during the spring 2009 semester were to create a system

manual, revise parts of the language assessment, finalize the training program, as well as
supervise graduate students during their first administration of the assessment. First we focused
on completing the training program. When this was finished, Dana and I presented it to the
graduate students in mid-February. After the training session, the graduate students filled out the
post-training assessment and the social validity survey. From these tools we were able to
evaluate the intervention to see what could have been done better. In general, the graduate
students benefited from the training session and were able to understand the Vocal Language
Assessment, although some did not yet feel completely confident and prepared to administer it.
From this, we discovered a few ways to improve the training session. Thus, the training session
will be revised for next semester when it will be used again to train the new graduate students.
Along with the training program, throughout this semester we have been working on the
other major disconnect: creating a system manual. There are multiple sections of it which both
Dana and I have been working on. We plan for it to be completely finished by the end of the
semester, and ready for implementation in the fall 2009 semester.
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Most of the disconnects of the semester have been solved, such as the system manual and
the training program. The training program, however, will continue into next semester, where it
will be continuously revised and implemented. From the social validity survey we administered
to the graduate students after the training, we have developed ways to make it easier to
understand. We will also revise the post-training assessment as well as the Vocal Language
Assessment, as needed. The goal is to have it generalize to other curriculums as well, not just
the curriculum at Croyden.

Being a part of BRSS has been one of the most enriching experiences as an
undergraduate at Western Michigan University. There is no other class or independent study that
is quite like BRSS, which is why I feel so fortunate to have been able to have this experience.
The skills that I have learned, the contributions that I have made, and the friendships that I have
acquired throughout these last two semesters will definitely help me in the future - whether it be
in graduate school, in a career, or any type of personal relationship.
I have definitely learned a lot from being able to contribute to the LFTS Vocal Verbal
Behavior system. First, I am proud of the various forms and documents that I have created to
keep our system functioning smoothly. I know that everything I have done will prepare me for
what will come in graduate school. In addition to those skills, I have gained the knowledge of
what it is like to be part of a professional organization. The interpersonal communication skills I
have gained will positively make a difference in whatever I do later in life. Another benefit I
have acquired is the understanding of Organizational Behavior Management. Through this, I
have gotten the hands-on experience of what it is like to be a part of a system where there are
different levels of management and responsibility, where everyone is working together to
achieve goals.
One of the things that I have enjoyed is helping out with anything relevant to the Vocal
Language Assessment. The most interesting thing for me was going to Croyden to take IOA,
and helping to administer the VLA. What has also been rewarding is how I was involved with
training the graduate students to become competent in administering the VLA. I am glad that I
have been able to contribute to this work.

An additional set of skills that I am very grateful to have acquired through BRSS is
becoming more proficient with computers through the Behavioral Computer Workshop, which I
completed in my first semester. Now I can confidently say that I am proficient in various
Microsoft applications - Outlook, Word, Excel, and Power Point. These skills, such as creating
graphs in Excel, presentations in Power Point, and communicating with others through Outlook,
will always be very advantageous to me.
When I first started BRSS, I was very overwhelmed by everything that we had to do. It
felt like there were so many things to remember, and so many things to do exactly a certain way,
that I felt I would not be able to complete everything correctly. But very shortly I realized that it
was not as bad at it seemed and that I could handle it all very well. I am glad to say that BRSS
helped to organize and motivate me, and I feel more confident and prepared for graduate school
knowing that I can accomplish numerous tasks and assignments.
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I have to say, when I first heard about BRSS and decided to become involved, my motive
was to graduate with departmental honors and be able to have another item to put on my
Curriculum Vita for graduate school. But I have gotten so much more than that out of BRSS,
which I never would have realized. I am so glad that I was given the opportunity to be a part of
BRSS. I am coming away from this experience with so many invaluable skills: the hands-on
experiences, the professionalism skills, as well as the networking and friendships of the graduate
students. I know that everything I have gained will always be beneficial to me in whatever I do.
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Vocal Language Assessment
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THE CROYDEN AVENUE SCHOOL VOCAL LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT TOOL

This assessment tool is designed to provide a representative sample of a student's existing vocal
verbal repertoire, across four core verbal operants. Once a student's skills have been identified,
one can analyze this data and design an intervention program to meet those specific needs.
In Parts Two-Four, 1-3 minute breaks should be administered every 10-15 trials. During these
breaks, the student should be allowed access to preferred reinforcers to ensure greater
cooperation throughout the assessment. Throughout assessment, reinforcement for correct
responding should be used.
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RELEVANT INFORMATION

The Behavioral Classification of Language (according to Mark Sundberg, Ph.D., BCBA)1
•
•
•
•

•

•

Echoic - Repeating what is heard. A tendency to say "shoe" after someone else says "shoe."
Imitation - Copying someone's motor movements. A tendency to clap after someone else
claps.
Tact- naming or identifying objects, actions, events, etc. A tendency to say "shoe" because
you see a shoe.
Mand- Asking for reinforcers that you want. A tendency to ask for shoes because you want
your shoes.
Intraverbal - Answering questions or having conversations where your words are controlled
by other words. A tendency to say "shoe" when someone else says "What do you wear on
your feet?"
Textual - Reading written words. A tendency to say "shoe" because you see the written
word "shoe."

Administrator name:
Student Name:

Date:
Age of Student:

Start Time:

End Time:

Please record any problem behaviors and possible function ofthese below:

Spontaneous Vocal Behavior
When able, please circle yes (Y) or no (N) to the questions below:
1. Does the student emit any spontaneous vocal behavior before, or during observation?
2. Are these spontaneous vocalizations different?
3. Do they vary in intonation?
4. Are they whole word approximations?
5. Are they whole words or phrases?
6. Were these whole words or phrases appropriate in intonation and inflection?

Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N

1Sundberg, Mark L. (2008). The verbal behavior milestones assessment andplacement program: The VB-MAPP
instruction manual. Concord, CA: AVB Press.
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PART ONE: MAND BEHAVIOR

Vocal Mand Assessment

Please follow the process map on the follow page, depicting the process of assessing the
student's vocal manding skills. Prompting is done in a least-to-most manner (i.e., sight of
reinforcer, non-specific prompt, model prompt, then phoneme prompt) during the assessment to
determine the prompt level necessary for the student to respond most appropriately. Be sure to
have sufficient information from classroom teacher on what parents describe as the student's
most preferred activities and items; this list may include social, tangible, and edible reinforcers.
The results of the formal preference assessment should be an excellent indication of the student's
most highly preferred reinforcers. During the assessment, one reinforcer should be presented at a
time, in order of preference.
On the next page, the following should be completed:
(A) Record the reinforcer used
(B) Record the prompt number the response corresponds with on the flow chart/process map
(C) Record the response made, if any.
This particular assessment for vocal manding skills should be gone through twice, thus the
respective columns for the second prompt and response.
When going through the mand assessment for the second round, if the child refuses the
reinforcer, please write N/A in the prompt # column, meaning that the MO was not present
anymore.

Note: If incorrect response is made, proceed to appropriate prompt based on response, follow
process map. For example, if incorrect response was still made after the phoneme prompt was
delivered, code as "1" (incorrect response) for prompt # instead of "0" (no response). A more
specific example of an incorrect response would be an instance where, at the beginning of trial,
the student sees the reinforcer and says, "I want please thank you." In this instance, the person
administering the assessment should go straight to model prompt (example: "cheeto"), and
instead of imitating the model, the student again said an incorrect response, or "I want please
thank you." Then, the administer of the assessment would deliver the phoneme prompt. If the
student still responded incorrectly (or doesn't emit a response anymore), this would be coded as
a (1) and the child's response would be recorded in the response column.
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Please circle yes (Y) orno (N) to the questions below2:
1. Does he/she emit a cry or whine as a form of a mand 2 times during observation or
assessment?

Y / N

2. Does he/she make eye contact (gaze shift) as a mand for attention/reinforcers 2 times during
observation or assessment?

Y / N

3. Does he/she move close to a reinforcing item to indicate the presence of an MO 2 times
during observation or assessment?
Y/N
4. Does he/she point to a reinforcer in order to obtain it 2 times during observation or
assessment?

Y / N

5. Can the student mand nonvocally (American Sign Language, home sign, or PECS)? Y / N
6. Does he/she mand for a missing item without prompts? (e.g. mands for paper when given a
crayon)
Y/N
7. Does he/she mand for different missing items without prompts?
Y/N
8. Does he/she mand for others to emit different actions?

Y / N

9. Does he/she mand for information from others?

Y / N

Reinforcer List
Name of Reinforcer

1st Prompt # 1st Response 2nd Prompt # 2nd Response

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

2Sundberg, Mark L. (2008). The verbal behavior milestones assessment andplacement program: The VB-MAPP
instruction manual. Concord, CA: AVB Press.
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The Process Involved in the Vocal Mand Assessment
(5)
Beginning of
Trial

(Reinforcer in
sight)

Reinforcer
Yes

provided
immediately for no
more than 10 sec

(4)
Non-specific
Prompt Delivered
(e.g. "What do you
want?")

Yes

No

(0)
Continue
on to

(3)
Model Prompt

next

reinforcer

Delivered

(e.g. "chip")

Yes

No

(2)
Phoneme Prompt
Delivered

(e.g. "ch")

No

Yes

Adapted from: Bourret, J., Vollmer, T., & Rapp, J. (2004) Evaluation of a vocal mand assessment and vocal mand
training procedures. Journal ofApplied Behavior Analysis, 3 7, 129-144.
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PART TWO: ECHOIC BEHAVIOR
Sound Imitation Assessment

Part Two of the assessment will evaluate the student's ability to repeat a speech model. As a

general guide, according to Dr. Barb Esch's Early Echoic Skills Assessment (EESA)4, children
between birth & 30 months of age follow this progression of skill acquisition:
• Vowels and diphthongs are acquired first
o Example of a diphthong - A complex speech sound or glide that begins with one
vowel and gradually changes to another vowel within the same syllable, as (oi) in boil

or (T) infine5
•
•

•
•
•
•

4

Echoic skills emerge by about 11 months
Prosodic features of intonation, duration, and loudness are evident by 6 months and all
are noted by 23 months (but accuracy may be inconsistent)
o Prosody is the stress and intonation patterns of an utterance.
Consonants appear first at the beginning of syllables (several by 18 months)
Typical early consonants are p, b, m, n, h, and w followed by k, g, t, d, f, ng, and y
1- and 2-syllables words and phrases begin to appear between 6-18 months; those that
are 2-syllables are often reduplicated {ma-ma, da-da)
Many 2- and 3-syllable words and phrases are acquired by about 18-30 months.

Esch, Barbara E. (2007). Early Echoic Skills Assessment,
diphthong, (n.d.). TheAmerican Heritage® Dictionary ofthe English Language, Fourth Edition. Retrieved October
08, 2008, from Dictionary.com website: <http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/diphthong>.
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Ask the student to repeat each test item (say 'puh'). Omit 'say' if student repeats it. If the correct
response is emitted, write (+); if no response is emitted, write (N); and, if other response write (-)

in first column and specify response emitted in second column. You may repeat the SD once,
scoring the best response, if the initial response is inaccurate or absent.

Early Sounds

Advanced Sounds

1.

mmm

1.

eff

2.

ahh

2.

fuh

3.

buh

3.

vuh

4.

eee

4.

lah

5.

uh

5.

ruh

6.

puh

6.

th

7.

tuh

8.

duh

9.

oh

Advanced Sounds - Can student imitate 2 of

the 6 sounds correctly?
-•

No? - Move on to Imitation of

Consonant-Vowel Combinations

Early Sounds - Can student imitate 4 of the
9 sounds correctly?
-» No? - Move on to Part 3 (Tact
Behavior)
->

Assessment

-•

Yes? - Move on to Word Imitation
Assessment

Yes? - Move on to Intermediate Sounds

Unlisted Independent Sounds
Intermediate Sounds
1.

koo

2.

2.

kuh

3.

3.

4.
5.

5.

key
ay (A)
I (eye)

6.

zz

7.

7.

sh

8.

8.

guh

9.

9.

wuh

10.

11.

11.

yuh
juh

12.

ch

4.

10.

Intermediate Sounds - Can student imitate

5 of the 12 sounds correctly?
->

No? - Move on to Imitation of
Consonant-Vowel Combinations

-•

1.

Yes? - Move on to Advanced Sounds

6.

12.
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Imitation of Consonant-Vowel Combinations Assessment

If the correct response is emitted, write (+); if no response is emitted, write (N); if other response
write (-) in first column and specify response emitted in second column; and, if response emitted
is an approximation to correct response, write (A) and specify response emitted in second
column. An example of an approximation (A) to the correct consonant-vowel combination may

include "buh, for "buh buh." You may repeat the SD once.
Early Sounds
1.

baba

2.

ceecee

3.

hoho

4.

mama

5.

papa

6.

nono

7.

beebee

8.

meme

9.

dada

10.

tata

11.

hehe

12.

nana

13.

neenee

Early Sounds - Can student imitate 6 of the
13 sounds correctly?
-+ No- Move on to Part 3 (Tact Behavior)
-+

•

Intermediate Sounds - Can student imitate 5

of the 11 sounds correctly?
-+ No- Move on to Part 3 (Tact Behavior)
-+

Yes - Move on to Advanced Sounds

Advanced Sounds
1.

fafa

2.

lala

3.

rara

4.

veevee

5.

lulu

6.

vava

Advanced Sounds - Can student imitate 2 of

the 6 sounds correctly?
-+ No - Move on to Part 3 (Tact Behavior)
-+

Yes - Move on to Word Imitation
Assessment

Yes - Move on to Intermediate Sounds

Unlisted Independent Sounds
Intermediate Sounds

1.

1.

byebye

2.

2.

juju

3.

3.

tutu

4.

4.

sasa

5.

5.

wawa

6.

6.

zeezee

7.

7.

coco

8.

8.

hihi

9.

9.

booboo

10.

10.

gogo

11.

11.

mumu

12.
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Word Imitation Assessment

If the correct response is emitted, write (+); if no response is emitted, write (N); if other response
write (-) in first column and specify response emitted in second column; and, if response emitted
is an approximation to correct response, write (A) and specify response emitted in second
column. An example of an approximation (A) to the correct response may include "whan, for
"want." You may repeat the S once.
•

Can student imitate at least 10 of the 50 words correctly?
-» No? Move on to Part 3 (Tact Behavior)
->

Yes? Move on to Phrase Imitation Assessment

1.

out

26.

nose

2.

in

27.

big

3.

eat

28.

shirt

4.

on

29.

sock

5.

up

30.

want

6.

cup

31.

color

7.

egg

32.

tummy

8.

apple

33.

fork

9.

away

34.

spoon

10.

open

35.

potty

11.

go

36.

12.

shoe

37.

13.

more

38.

phone
doggy
juice

14.

puppy

39.

bike

15.

40.

water

41.

truck

17.

baby
keys
hug

42.

car

18.

cat

43.

tree

19.

flower

44.

brush

20.

head

45.

candy

21.

coat

46.

window

22.

hat

47.

tv

23.

little

48.

table

24.

cookie

49.

party

25.

play

50.

wash

16.
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Phrase Imitation Assessment

If the correct response is emitted, write (+); if no response is emitted, write (N); if other response
write (-) in first column and specify response emitted in second column; and, if response emitted
is an approximation to correct response, write (A) and specify response emitted in second
column. An example of an approximation (A) to the correct response would include just "wan

pay" for the model, "want play." You may repeat the SD once.
2-Word Phrases (2-syliable combinations)
1.

"I see"

2.

"I want"

3.

"I like"

4.

"want play"

5.

"all done"

6.

"night time"

7.

"too hot"

Prosody: Spoken Phrases
[taken from: Early Echoic Skills Assessment (EESA)
© 2007 by Barbara E. Esch. All rights reserved.]
Model: Emphasize syllables in bold italics
1 point: emphasis on correct syllable
1/2 point: emphasis on non-target syllable
0 points: monotone response (no emphasis)
no WAY

2-Word Phrases (3-syliable combinations)
"how many"
8.
"potty time"
9.
10.
"teddy bear"
"peek-a-boo"
11.
12.
"doggy bone"
13.
"daddy up"

MY mommy

3-Word Phrases

bow-WOW

14.

15.
16.
17.

"I want play"
"hey me too"
"go bye bye"
"my big toe"

4- Word Phrases
18.
19.
20.

"I want to play"

ONE bunny
in aM77V-ute
TAKE it

my MOM-my
bug-a-^OO
UH-o\y

BUG-a-boo

Prosody: Other Contexts

1 point: response correct or nearly so
0 points: response does not closely match model
Pitch

Echoes pitch variations in 1-2 lines of a familiar sonj
Echoes continuous warble (firetruck OO-oo-OO-oo)
Loudness

Echoes whispering
Echoes quiet/loud voice (bye-bye vs. BYE-BYE)
Duration

Sustains ahhh for 3 seconds, echoically
Total (out of a possible 15):
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PART THREE: TACT BEHAVIOR

Vocal Tacting (Labeling) Assessment

Please go through this list with 3-D objects and then with 2-D pictures. Do not prompt for a
response. The sounds involved in these words should be covered in Part Two during Sound
Imitation Assessment.

The SD should be, "What is this?" If the correct response is emitted, write (+); if no response is
emitted, write (N); if other response write (-) in first column and specify response emitted in
second column; and, if response emitted is an approximation to correct response, write (A) and
specify response emitted in second column. If the response emitted is an echoic response, write
(E) in the first column and specify the response in the second column.
Always begin this portion of the assessment by assessing tact behavior for reinforcing items
(previously assessed in Part One). Again, free access to these items should be given for 1-3
minutes prior to assessing tact behavior.
Tact: Name of Reinforcer
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

Please circle yes (Y) or no (N) to the question below:
1. Does he/she spontaneously tact items during observation without verbal prompting?

Y/N
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3-D
Tact

Object

Apple

Shoe

21.

2.

Spoon

22.

Banana

3.

Car

23.

4.

Doll

24.

5.

Book

25.

Grapes
Orange
Frog

6.

Phone

26.

Chicken

7.

Blocks

27.

Horse

8.

Ball

28.

Pig

9.

Hat

29.

Cow

10.

Sock

30.

Cat

1.

Can student tact 3 out of 10 objects?
-* No - Move on to 2-D pictures
-+ Yes - Move on to next set of objects

Can student tact 3 out of 10 objects?
-• No - Move on to 2-D pictures
-• Yes - Move on to next set of objects

Lizard

Mitten

31.

Train

32.

Shark

13.

Brush

33.

Snake

14.

Mirror

34.

Elephant

Crayon

35.

Man

16.

Plate

36.

Duck

17.

Bear

37.

Boat

18.

Keys

38.

Lion

19.

Glasses

20.

Fork

11.

12.

15.

Can student tact 3 out of 10 objects?
-+ No - Move on to 2-D pictures
-+ Yes - Move on to next set of objects

Move on to 2-D pictures
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2-D

Tact

•

Picture

31.

Sandwich

32.

Carrotts

Cookie

33.

nuggets

4.

Plate

34.

Tomatoes

5.

Knife

35.

Corn

6.

Spoon

36.

Grapes

7.

Fork

37.

Noodles

8.

Table

38.

Salad

9.

Bed

39.

Burger

10.

Book

40.

Chair

11.

Lamp

41.

Cup

12.

Couch

42.

Frog

13.

Pillow

43.

Snake

14.

Stove

44.

Bear

15.

Sink

45.

Bird

1.

Flower

2.

Grass

3.

Chicken

Can student tact 5 out of 15 pictures?

Can student tact 5 out of 15 pictures?

->

-+

No - Move on to Intraverbal

No- Move on to Intraverbal

Assessment

-+

•

Assessment

Yes- Move on to next set of pictures

-•

Yes-Move onto next set of pictures

16.

Bowl

46.

Fish

17.

Blocks

47.

Dog

18.

Puzzle

48.

Rabbit

19.

Baby

49.

Duck

20.

Slide

50.

Sheep

21.

Crayons

51.

Horse

22.

Ball

52.

Cat

23.

Balloons

53.

Cow

24.

Bubbles

54.

Pig

25.

Truck

55.

Orange

26.

Car

56.

French fries

27.

Bike

57.

Apple

28.

Boat

58.

Banana

29.

Airplane

59.

Ice cream

30.

Cheese

60.

Pizza

Can student tact 5 out of 15 pictures?
->

No - Move on to Intraverbal
Assessment

-^ Yes -Move onto next set of pictures

•

Move on to Intraverbal Assessment
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PART FOUR: INTRAVERBAL BEHAVIOR
Intraverbal Assessment

If the correct response is emitted, write (+); if no response is emitted, write (N); if other response write (-)
in first column and specify response emitted in second column; and, if the response is echoic, please write
(E) in first column, and specifyresponse made in second. If the response is an approximation to correct
response, write (A) and specify response emitted in second column.
Sentence

Completion
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

My name is ...
I love ... (you)
Help me ...
1 2 3 4...(5)
6789...(10)
Have a good ... (day)
See you ... (later)
ABC.(D)
EF...(G)
Time for ... (school)
We're all ... (done)
Shoes and ... (socks)
You sleep in a ... (bed)
You eat... (food, or any type of food)
You drink ... (juice, water, etc.)

Can student respond correctly to 5 out of 15 items?
->

No - You are finished with the assessment

->

Yes - Move on to next category

Song fill-in-theblank
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

The wheels on the... (bus)
Go round and .... (round)
Old McDonald had a ... (farm)
Ei ei ... (o)
The itsy bitsy ...(spider)
Head shoulders knees and ... (toes)
Shake your sillies ... (out)

Can student respond correctly to 2 out of 7 items?
->

No - You are finished with the assessment

-*

Yes - Move on to next category
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Animal Sounds
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

•

What does
What does
What does
What does
What does
What does

a cow say?
a dog say?
a pig say?
a cat say?
a horse say?
a duck say?

Can student respond correctly to 2 out of 6 items?
-*

No - You are finished with the assessment

-» Yes - Move on to next category
Social
Identification
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

34.
35.

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

•

What street do you live on?
How old are you?
What is your name?
What is your last name?
Where do you go to school? (Croyden...)
What do you like to eat?
What do you take to school?
When do you go to school?
Who takes you to school?
Where is your pillow? (on my/the bed)
How are you today?
How is the weather today?

You are finished with the assessment
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Forms for Training Program
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Post-Training Assessment for Vocal Language Assessment Training

1. List the 4 parts of the language assessment.

•

2.

The prompting during the mand assessment goes from:
a.

most-to-least

b.

least-to-most

3. During the mand assessment, you hold up a train and the child makes no response. You prompt
the child by saying, "What do you want?", and the child says, "train". What prompt number
would you record?

4.

a.

5

b.

4

c.

3

d.

2

e.

1

f.

0

During the mand assessment, you prompt the child by saying, "ch" while holding a chip. The
child says, "buh". What prompt number would you record?
a.

5

b.

4

c.

3

d.

2

e.

1

f.

0

5. During the mand assessment, you hold up a train and the child immediately says, "train". What
prompt number would you record?
a.

5

b.

4

c.

3

d.

2

e.

1

f.

0

6. During the mand assessment, you prompt the child by saying, "ch" while holding a chip. The
child says, "ch". What prompt number would you record?
a.

5

b.

4

c.

3

d.

2

e.

1

f.

0
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7. During the mand assessment, you prompt the child by saying, "chip" while holding a chip. The
child says, "chip". What prompt number would you record?
b.

5

c.

4

d.

3

e.

2

f.

1

g- o

8. Duringthe echoic assessment (sound imitation), the correct response is "buh" and the child says,
"goo". How would you record this?
a.

+

b.

N

c.

-

goo

d.

A

bah

e.

E

9. During the echoic assessment (word imitation), you tell the child, "say tree" and the child says,
"tuh". You then tell the child again, "say tree" and the child says, "tree". How would you record
this?
a.

+

b.

N

c.

-

tuh

d.

A

tuh

e.

E

10. During the echoic assessment, how many times can you give the S ?
a.

once

b.

twice

c.

three times

11. What is the SD thatthe assessor should give during the tact assessment?
12. For the tact assessment, you should go through the list of 3-D objects before going through the 2D pictures.
a.

True

b.

False

13. During the tact assessment, you give the SD and the child repeats it. How would you record this?
a.

+

b.

-

c.

N

d.

A

e.

E

14. During the tact assessment and intraverbal assessment, how many times can you give the S ?
a.

once

b.

twice

c.

three times

15. If a student makes an approximation to the correct response, how should you record this?
a.

+

b.

N

c.

-

d.

E
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e.

A

16. If the child makes no response, how should you record this?
a.

+

b.

-

c.

N

d.

A

e.

E

17. What two sections of the assessment allow you to record an E when the child makes an echoic
response? Please circle two answers.
a. Mand

b. Echoic
c. Tact

d. Textual
e.

Intraverbal

18. Problem behaviors and their possible functions should be recorded in this assessment.
a.

True

b.

False
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Social Validity Survey

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with thefollowing
statements by circling a number that most closely reflects your opinion. Please provide
comments (i.e. whatyou liked, whatyou didn 7 like, and suggestions for thefuture) under each
question.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree
Somewhat

1 2

Neutral

Agree
Somewhat

3

4

Strongly
Agree
5

1. The PowerPoint was useful for my training.
12

3

4

5

COMMENTS:

2. The modeling of the mand assessment was beneficial to my understanding of the process
map.

COMMENTS:

3. The post test assessed the material covered in the assessment very well.
12

3

4

5

COMMENTS:

4. After the complete training session, I now feel competent and prepared to administer the
assessment.

COMMENTS:
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5. Is there anything else that should have been addressed?

6.. Is there anything that could have been left out?
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Script
l.a. Fruit Snack - Dana holds up the fruit snack. (5)

She manded independently, so record a 5

o

Maija: "Fruit snack"

o

Dana: "Good Job" and gives fruit snack to Maija

2.a. Chip - Dana holds up the chip. (1 - eee)
o

Maija makes no response

o

Dana: "what do you want?"

o

Maija makes no response

o

Dana: "chip"

o

Maija: "eee"

o

Dana: "ch"

o

Maija makes no response

She responded after the model prompt with
"eee" and since this is incorrect you would
record a 1 and specify the response

3.a. Bubbles - Dana holds up bubbles. (2)
o

Maija makes no response.

o

Dana: "what do you want?"

She responds after the phoneme prompt, so

o

Maija makes no response.

record a 2

o

Dana: "bubbles"

o

Maija makes no response.

o

Dana: "buh"

o

Maija: "buh"

4.a. Juice - Dana holds up juice. (1 - ah, eee)
o

Maija makes no response

o

Dana: "what do you want?"

o

Maija: "ahh"

o

Dana: "juice"

o

Maija makes no response

o

Dana: "juh"

o

Maija: "eee"

She responds after the non-specific prompt
with "ah", and again after the phoneme
prompt with "eee", so you would record a
1 and specify both of these sounds

5.a. Doll- Dana holds up doll. (4)
o

Maija makes no response.

o

Dana: "what do you want?"

o

Maija: "doll"

o

Dana: "good job" and gives doll to Maija.

She responds after the non-specific prompt,
so record a 4

l.b. Fruit Snack - Dana holds up the fruit snack. (4)
o

Maija makes no response.

o

Dana: "what do you want?"

o

Maija: "fruit snack"

o

Dana: "good job" and gives fruit snack to Maija.

So again she responds after the non
specific prompt, so record a 4
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2.b. Chip - Dana holds up chip. (1 - babble/laugh)
o

Maija makes no response.

o

Dana: "what do you want?"

o

Maija laughs.

o

Dana: "chip"

o

Maija babbles.

o

Dana: "ch"

o

Maija babbles.

She responds by babbling and laughing, so
you would record a 1 and specify babble and
laugh in the response column

3.b. Bubbles - Dana holds up bubbles. (2 - da)
o

Maija: "da-da-da"

o

Dana: "what do you want?"

o

Maija makes no response.

o

Dana: "bubbles"

o

Maija makes no response.

o

Dana: "buh"

o

Maija: "buh"

Remember, a 2 always means she repeated the
phoneme prompt given (which was buh), but
you should record other non-target sounds
(such as da)

4.b. Juice-Dana holds up juice. (2)
o

Maija makes no response.

o

Dana: "what do you want?"

o

Maija makes no response.

o

Dana: "juice"

o

Maija babbles.

o

Dana: "juh"

o

Maija: "juh"

You don't have to record (babble) in the response
column, just record a 2 to indicate she repeated the
phoneme (ooo). You don't need to record the nontarget babble, because we're not interested in
babbling.

5.b. Doll - Dana holds up the doll. (3)
Maija makes no response.

She responded after the model prompt, which was

o

Dana: "what do you want?"

"doll", so record a 3

o

Maija makes no response.

o

Dana: "doll"

o

Maija: "doll"

o

Dana: "good job" and gives doll to Maija.

o

